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The FRATERNAL LOVE Task Force of the BC/Yukon Knights of Columbus is committed to leading 
its members in recognizing the inherent grace and dignity given to all God’s children by 
addressing and eradicating all forms of racism, religious and ethnic oppression within our 
communities by providing tools and information to help reduce racial injustice both within the 
parish and the broader community. 
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PART 1: Introduction to Fraternal Love: “…the Pope (Francis) emphasizes that, in  an unhealthy 

society that turns its back on suffering and that is “illiterate” in caring for the frail and vulnerable (see 

Par 64-65), we are all called – just like the Good Samaritan – to become neighbours to others (see Par 81), 

overcoming prejudices, personal interests, historic and cultural barriers. We all, in fact, are co-responsible 

in creating a society that is able to include, integrate and lift up those who have fallen or are suffering (see 

Par 77). Love builds bridges and “we were made for love” (Par 88), the Pope adds, particularly exhorting 

Christians to recognize Christ in the face of every excluded person (see Par 85)…”  Fratelli Tutti 

In recent months many of us have been shocked and alarmed at the level of 

violence we have witnessed in our society, especially against those of different 

ethnic and religious backgrounds.  This has left many of us asking, “so what can I 

do, I’m only one person?”   We are often left feeling helpless, perhaps useless and 

defeated.  This is a question the BC/Yukon State council wrestled with and 

authorized the formation of a committee to come up with some ideas that 

individuals and councils could implement within their parish, Knights councils and 

CWL councils. While the work is on-going, we wanted to share with you some ideas 

that can be implemented with relative ease. It is important to understand we 

cannot change the world and we don’t intend to. The idea of FRATERNAL LOVE is 

to get people to talk, to share and to understand their own attitudes, emotions, 

opinions and the impact they have on others. The Task Force does not use words 

such as “racist”, “prejudice” or even “diversity”. People will hopefully discover 

those feelings for themselves and hopefully, realize they may need to make some 

adjustments within themselves. It is recognized that those negative emotions lead 

to misunderstanding, distrust and hatred and that those feelings come from a lack 

of understanding of those “different” than we are. Working with and getting to 

really know one another is the best way to understand others and to turn negative 

emotions into positive, productive ones. This is not a complete program rather it is 

hoped that the user will find ways to develop other tools and feel empowered by 

the Holy Spirit to lead fellow members of their community into a kinder, more 

understanding and create a healthier community of Fraternal Love, Fratelli Tutti!  
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PART 2: 
BC/YUKON “FRATERNAL LOVE” TASK FORCE 

TERMS OF REFERENCE 
 

Objective: the objective of the task force is to assist the Catholic community in 
meeting our Task Force Mission of understanding and compassion, and 
demonstrating Fraternal Love to ethnic and religious minorities of our 
communities. We recognize we cannot solve the major issues of our society, but 
we can begin to help change personal attitudes through education and self 
evaluation.  
 
Mission: The FRATERNAL LOVE task force of the BC/Yukon Knights of Columbus is 
committed to leading its members in recognizing the inherent grace and dignity 
given to all God’s children by addressing and eradicating all forms of racism and 
ethnic oppression within our communities by providing tools and information to 
help reduce racial injustice both within the parish and the broader community. 
 
Terms of Reference: The FRATERNAL LOVE Task Force chair is to be appointed by 
the State Deputy, herein after referred to as the (FRATERNAL LOVE TASK FORCE) 
CHAIR.  

1. The Chair will form a committee comprised of different ethnic groups both 
male and female from across the jurisdiction. There is no maximum number 
to the membership of the Task Force.  

2. The Task Force shall meet a minimum of 6 times each year, or as required 
by the State Deputy, the Chair or the membership.  

3. The Task Force will research and present training materials and videos to 
the parish community on the topics of racial injustice and ethnic oppression 
and other related subjects as approved by the Task Force.  

4. The Chair shall present a report at each AGM of the State Council and/or 
other presentations as directed by the State Deputy. 

5. The Task Force shall seek as a member, someone from the clergy to bring 
spiritual advice and guidance.  
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PART 3: 

INFORMATION SESSIONS and IDEAS FOR INDIVIDUALS AND GROUPS: 

In the case of Knights of Columbus or CWL councils, we suggest segments of this plan be 
introduced to the council by the lecturer or faith director. These are intended to be used by 
anyone, not just members of a given organization. These are only a few of the many ideas one 
may come up with: 
 

1. Pray for love and understanding.  

2. Get involved with local, ethnic communities 

3. If you hear of an ethnic event in your area, attend. Be sure to introduce yourself and ask 
how you can help. 

4. When public places open, offer “Free Hugs” to everyone. Carry signs that read “Free 
Hugs”, dress well, offer smiles, be friendly!  

5. If a situation arises, be cooperative, do not adopt a “holier than thou” attitude.  

6. If you witness a violent event, yell, whistle, honk your horn, scream, make noise, do 
something to distract the assailant. 

7. If you witness an event, use the camera on your phone, take video or stills. Let police 
know what you have. 

8. If you are in a group when someone is attacked, place yourself between the attacker 
and the victim if safe to do so. 

9. When the assault ends, stay with the victim until police and/or emergency services 
arrive.   

10. Don’t put yourself directly in danger otherwise you may become a second victim.  

11. Welcome new neighbours in your community or parish. Offer to go for walks with them. 
Invite them out for coffee. 

12. Educate your children/grandchildren about “different is different”, “different is not 
bad”. Don’t make racist comments especially in the company of children or speak poorly 
of others.  

13. Speak out when you hear racist comments of any kind....race, gender, religion, dress, 
etc. People will think their comments are OK if no one speaks out.  

14. Educate yourself about other faith groups, nationalities, etc.  

15. Use the council lecturer to highlight different faith groups/ethnicities. A good 
opportunity for your pastor to address the council or to have a guest speaker. 

16. Sponsor ethnic nights in your parish or council. Invite members of different ethnic 
groups to speak at your parish. 
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17. Sponsor a school ethnic activity.  

18. Visit a Mosque, Buddhist Temple, Jewish Temple, Sikh Temple, Orthodox Church, a Pow 
Wow or any other faith or ethnic place of worship and invite those of other faiths to 
your church. 

19. Organize visual activities to illustrate the negative effects of segregation such as a Rich 
Man-Poor Man dinner.  Rich Man Poor Man Dinner: Food for Thought (umanitoba.ca) 

20. Defend your church and your priests.  

21. Introduce your parish or membership to “The Sacred Path”: THE SACRED PATH Walking the 
Labyrinth to Heal and Transform (stmartinswmbg.org) 

22. When speaking to ethnic groups/people, never use terms like “…you people” or “…your 
people”.  

23. Avoid phrases such as “mumbo jumbo”, “gypped”, “eskimo”, “long time, no see”, or 
“sold down the river”, or “pow wow” when referring to meetings.   

 12 Common Phrases and Terms That Are Actually Racist or Offensive (businessinsider.com) 

24. Organize a parish (or group) ethnic pot luck so participants can explain their favourite 

dishes.  

25. If you work in a school, talk to the principal about celebrating “ethnic days” where 

speakers can be invited and everyone can learn about different cultures.  

26. Volunteer to serve at a soup kitchen. 

27. Volunteer your services at a foodbank or with an organization offering food distribution. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://blogs.cc.umanitoba.ca/postlnotes/2012/04/25/rich-man-poor-man-dinner-food-for-thought/
http://www.stmartinswmbg.org/uploads/6/1/1/4/6114929/thesacredpath.pdf
http://www.stmartinswmbg.org/uploads/6/1/1/4/6114929/thesacredpath.pdf
https://www.businessinsider.com/offensive-phrases-that-people-still-use-2013-11
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PART 4: To introduce others to the topic - Suggested Opening comments for 
FRATERNAL LOVE information sessions: 
 

In recent months many of us have been shocked and alarmed at the level of violence 
we have witnessed in our society, especially against those of different ethnic and 
religious backgrounds.  This has left many of us asking, “so what can I do, I’m only 
one person”?   We are often left feeling helpless, perhaps useless and 
defeated.  This is a question the BC/Yukon State council wrestled with and 
authorized the formation of a Task Force to come up with some ideas that 
individuals and councils could implement within their parish, Knights councils and 
CWL councils. While the work is on-going, we wanted to share with you some of 
what we have accomplished to date. Hopefully by now, you have all seen and 
perhaps implemented our idea to develop contingency plans to help protect your 
church and parishioners from violent attacks and vandalism. We want to share with 
you our Mission and a short video and hope that you will see the value in this and 
want to share it with others. We want to point out, we are not pointing fingers or 
accusing anyone, rather we want to remind everyone that what we sometimes 
say and do, the expressions we grew up with and use without thinking about it, 
can often be hurtful to others. Please use this as an opportunity to reflect on our 
own words and actions before we inadvertently hurt others.  
 

 
OUR MISSION – FRATERNAL LOVE 
The FRATERNAL LOVE task force of the BC/Yukon Knights of Columbus is 
committed to leading its members in recognizing the inherent grace and dignity 
given to all God’s children by addressing and eradicating all forms of racism, 
religious and ethnic oppression within our communities by providing tools and 
information to help reduce racial injustice both within the parish and the broader 
community.  

 
 ((PLEASE FEEL FREE TO USE WHATEVER DIALOGUE YOU WANT IN THE TIME FRAME YOU HAVE. These 
are all good videos)).INVITE:  IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO BE A PART OF THIS TASK FORCE, PLEASE NOTIFY 
THE STATE OFFICE. 
 
Don't Put People in Boxes - YouTube                  this video resembles the Blanket Exercise (information 
found in reference material).  Feel free to use whatever dialogue you feel will work for you, but with this 
one, ask the audience to take a good look at each group called out and why they came together. They 
came together because of who they are on the INSIDE, not what they look like on the OUTSIDE!  This 
should be the teaching point of this video!!  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zRwt25M5nGw
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This Is Who You Are - YouTube      
       
#RethinkLabels - YouTube     
 
The labels we carry - YouTube 
 
I Am NOT Black, You are NOT White - YouTube     Very strong and emotional!! 
 

FOLLOW UP QUESTION AFTER THE VIDEO: 
1. How did the video make you feel? 
2. How would you have responded? 
3. Did the video give you cause to think about your own actions/words? 
4. What do you feel should be done to address the issue? 

 

Close with Q&A and ask for comments.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BbO9K0tdhuU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0WJlDvNzNN0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hNS_D-pw8y4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q0qD2K2RWkc
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REFERENCE A: 

Letter to State Deputy requesting formation of the Task Force 17 May, 2021 

Worthy State Deputy and Dear Brother,  

For the past few months I have been bothered by various incidents in Canada and around the world, none 

of which has anything to do with the Knights of Columbus.  

As I watched one news report after the other, particularly around the presidential election in the US and 

the violence that followed coupled with the “Black lives Matter” movement. I couldn’t help but recall 

“where were the heroes of yesteryear?”  Where were those who spoke out for peace like Martin Luther 

King, Rev. Jessie Jackson, Mahatma Ghandi, Billy Graham, Robert Kennedy, Nelson Mandela, just to name 

a few!  NO ONE rose to the surface to become a voice of reason and of peace.  I felt, “We can do better”. 

Today, we still see African Americans shot by police, mistakenly or not. We can do better!  We see African 

American men in the uniform of the US military being falsely detained and harassed for no reason. We 

can do better! 

We see on the news, here in Canada too, people of Asian origin, regardless of where they are born, 

physically abused, insulted and beaten because of what they look like. We can do better!!  

We have seen those who “look” middle-eastern being assaulted and racially profiled. 

And then there is the violence related to masking vs no masks throughout the world.  

While all this is going on, and far more, everyone continues to remain SILENT!  I believe WE CAN DO 

BETTER! We can’t rely on government officials, it has to be someone from the rank and file…it has to be 

US.  

To the point of this letter, I have been asking myself as a member of the largest, Catholic Lay organization 

in the world, what can we do to help? Is it not possible that we, as individual Knights can do better??  I’m 

not talking about a sacrificial lamb who will be martyred on the evening news trying to bring peace to the 

world. We already have Him, we just don’t make use of Him as we should. I am thinking more about what 

we can do locally, provincially, nationally to demonstrate to the public that as a nation, WE CAN DO 

BETTER!  How do we do that? I don’t have the solution but I do know that it every time I watch a violent 

incident imposed upon an innocent victim, I always feel that we are better than that, that we can do 

better!!  An example of “being better” that comes to mind: 

I recall years ago in the US where a Jewish family in a smaller community had a brick thrown through their 

front window for no apparent reason. The next day, the local newspaper printed a menorah as their centre 

page, poster style. Within two days of the incident, almost every household sported a menorah in their 

front window signifying to the culprit, WE are ALL Jewish. The violence ended because the citizens felt, we 

ARE better! There is a similar story that came out of Norway where the King decided all Norwegians would 

wear the Star of David to confound the Nazis during WWII. 
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As Brother Knights, we have members from all races and cultures. Many in BC are Asian and while none 

have spoken out that we have heard from, I can’t help but wonder what they think when they see an elder 

of their community assaulted on the bus, or street simply for being Asian or any other minority.  I’m sure 

many want to do something about it.   

I would like to propose a task force be struck comprising members from different ethnic groups to develop 

an action plan to: 

- Discuss feelings among members affected by this violence; 

- Develop council action plans to assist members affected by ethnic violence; 

- Develop strategies based on – 

o Look out for and preventing violent situations i.e. single woman walking unescorted; 

o Elderly ethnic person carrying shopping bags home; etc. 

- Recognizing and diffusing violent situations before they happen. 

- Develop a method of introducing and training our councils as to the council role and responsibility 

in assisting its members to understand their important role in a WE CAN DO BETTER program.  

We have among our membership peace officers, military, former members of both, EMS members, 

medical professionals, counsellors and other professional people men and women, who may be interested 

in belonging to such a task force.  

A program of this nature would encompass our “Leave no Neighbour Behind” program and many other 

aspects of who we are. Most importantly, it would send a strong message to our members from ethnic 

groups that we care, we stand with you, we will not abandon our people and we will always love you as 

brothers should. WE CAN DO BETTER! 

Fraternally,  
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REFERENCE B: 

Contingency Plan to protect our Churches:  

"The whole of man's history has been the 
story of dour combat with the powers of 

evil, stretching, so our Lord tells us, from 
the very dawn of history until the last day." 

—  Catechism of the Catholic Church, par. 409  
 

INTRODUCTION:  As  we  a l l  know by now,  rea l i t ies  have  come to  l ight  regarding   
res ident ia l  schoo ls  and the  t reatment  o f  Ind igenous  ch i ldren resul t ing  in  severa l  RC 
churches  be ing  dest royed whi le  others  have  been vandal i zed .  To  be c lear ,  we  know 
that  these  inc idents  have  not  been caused by  indigenous  people ,  but  by  vandals .   
The  BC/Yukon State  Counc i l  i s  recommending  through the  newly  formed FRATERNAL 
LOVE TASK FORCE,  that  counc i l s  engage  with  the i r  pastors  as  quick ly  as  poss ib le  to  
prevent  more  such inc idents  and ass i s t  h im in deve loping  cont ingency  p lans ,  one  to  
assess  the  potent ia l  danger  to  par i sh  church property  and a  second to  respond when 
a  potent ia l  threat  i s  k nown.  We a l ready  have  severa l  par i shes  and counc i l s  in  the  
Lower  Main land invo lved in  po l ic ing  the i r  property .  Th is  in i t ia t ive  i s  an  e f fort  to  be 
more AWARE  o f ,  PREPARED  fo r  and  ENGAGED  in  the  bat t les  that  we a l l  face ,  body ,  
mind  and soul .  Every  one  o f  us  i s  in  the  th ick  o f  the sp i r i tua l  bat t le .  Many do  not  
see  i t  and  consequent ly  are  unprepared for  i t .  The outcome  o f  that  scenar io  
i s  devastat ing.  The  pr imary  goa l  o f  BATTLE  READY  i s  to  he lp  others  know  how to  
dea l  w i th  the  at tacks  o f  the wor ld ,  the  f lesh  and the  dev i l .  
 
Be ing  BATTLE READY i s  a  da i ly  duty  for  a  Chr is t ian,  espec ia l ly  a  Knight  o f  
Co lumbus.  I t  i s  a  l i fe-s ty le  that  i s  not  only  essent ia l  for  the  one  l iv ing  i t ,  but  i t  
impacts  many  other  l ives .  The  respons ib i l i ty  we  a l l  have  to  be  prepared  for  the f ight ,  
body ,  mind  and soul  i s  one  that  carr ies  wi th  i t  an  eterna l  consequence.  You are 
a  so ld ier  o f  Chr ist  and  others  are  count ing  o n  you to  be  fa ithfu l  to  th is  duty!  Let  us 
a l l  be  mindfu l  o f  the  Prayer  to  St .  Michae l  in  these  t imes:  
 

Saint Michael Archangel, defend us in battle, 
be our protection against the wickedness and snares of the devil;  
may God rebuke him, we humbly pray;  
and do thou, O Prince of the heavenly host,  
by the power of God, cast into hell  
Satan and all the evil spirits  
who prowl through the world seeking the ruin of souls.  
Amen.  
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1.  PREPARING FOR BATTLE TO BE PREPARED FOR POTENTIAL THREATS :  

ACTION  CORRECTIVE MEASURES 

Counc i l  to  Meet  with  Pastor  to  
d iscuss  h is  safety  concerns ,  i f  any  

 GK  or  interested member  to  arrange  

Do a  r i sk  assessment  o f  church 
property  

 Walk  the  grounds  and bui ld ings  mak ing  
note  o f  any  h idden areas  (b l ind  spots ) .  
Poss ib le  remedies  inc lude  p lac ing  
cameras ,  fences ,  or  i f  necessary ,  h i r ing  
pr ivate  secur i ty  company.  Ident i fy  
problem areas  on a  map or  d iagram.  

Wr i te  up the  resul t s  o f  your  walk .   Not i fy  loca l  po l ice  o f  your  f ind ings .  
Monitor  at  least  annual ly .  

 

2.  PREPARING FOR BATTLE TO MEET POTENTIAL THREATS WHEN KNOWN :  

ACTION  CORRECTIVE MEASURES 

Counc i l  to  Meet  with  Pastor  to  
d iscuss  h is  safety  concerns ,  i f  any  

 GK  or  interested member  to  arrange  

Do a  r i sk  assessment  o f  church 
property  

 Walk  the  grounds  and bui ld ings  mak ing  
note  o f  any  h idden areas  (b l ind  spots ) .  
Poss ib le  remedies  inc lude  p lac ing  
cameras ,  fences ,  or  i f  necessary ,  h i r ing  
pr ivate  secur i ty  company.  Ident i fy  
problem areas  on a  map or  d iagram.  

A lert  Par i sh  o f  the 
poss ib le/perce ived threat .   

 Mobi l i ze  par ish  members  to  s tand 
guard,  set  up 24  hr  schedule  

Not i fy  loca l  po l ice  o f  your  f ind ings  
and your  intent ion to  patro l  par i sh 
property .   
NOTE:  “To the  extent  that  a  member  
wishes  to  perform secur i ty dut ies as  
a  t rained  professional  work ing  for  a  
par i sh ,  d iocese  or  other  
organizat ion ,  he  may not  wear  any 
insign ia  identi fy ing  himsel f  as  a  
member  o f  the  Kn ights  o f  Columbus  
whi le  he  i s  engaged  in  th at  
activ i ty”.  Supreme Advoc ate  of f ic e .  
 

 -  Par i sh  Guards to  have  ce l l  
phones/radios ;  re f lect ive vests;  
f lash l ights  ( spare  batter ies ) ;  good 
walk ing  shoes ;  warm c loth ing;  co f fee  
and snacks .   
H i re  secur i ty  company  i f  necessary .  
(COUNCIL  MEMBERS MAY ONLY 
PARTIC IPATE  AS SECURITY  GUARD AS A  
MEMBERS OF THE PARISH,  NOT AS A  
KNIGHT)  
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Cont inue  to  watch for  one  another ’s  
safety .  

 Ensure  everyone  has  phone  numbers  to  
the  guard leader and 911 .   

 
POINTS TO CONSIDER:  

-  We are  not  look ing  for  heroes .  The safety  o f  EVERYONE i s  paramount .  
Protect  l i fe ! !  

-  No one  i s  to  be  coerced or  force d into  patro l l ing  the  par ish  grounds .  I f  
someone fee ls  uncomfortable  with  i t ,  thank  them and don’ t  push them.  

-  Perhaps  cons ider  ask ing  the  CWL or  other  par i sh  groups  to  be invo lved by 
prov id ing  la te  n ight  snacks  for  those  on overnight  duty .  

-  I f  you encounter  someone,  be  prayerfu l  and respect fu l .  Use  your  camera  to  
take  photos/v ideos ,  but  be  po l i te  in  ask ing them to  leave .  

-  Always  patro l  in  groups .  No  one  should  be  a lone,  you have  great er  
opportuni t ie s  o f  keeping  a  vandal  at  bay  i f  there  are  severa l  tha n i f  on ly  
one  person i s  present.   

-  Pair  up  with  a  “ buddy”  and s t ick  together .   
-  Keep in  touch with  the  guard leader ,  they  are  respons ib le  for  your  safety  

and need to  know where  you are .   
-  I f  a l l  e l se  fa i l s ,  pray  or  s ing  hymns.   
-  In  the  event  o f  an  emergency ,  ca l l  911 .  
-  You do  NOT  have  to  confront  or  cha l lenge  any  person,  i f  you fee l  you need 

ass i s tance ,  ca l l  the  po l ice .   
-  Be smart  and be  safe!!  I f  a  threat  i s  imminent ,  ensure  women are  escorte d 

to  the i r  vehic les  fo l lowing  af ter  hours  meet ings .   
 

What is a contingency plan? 

The steps taken by an organization when an unexpected situation or event occurs is a 
contingency plan. A contingency plan example may be positive like when there’s an unexpected 
positive event but more often than not, the contingency planning process mostly refers to 
negative events. 

The events which might have a bearing on the organization’s financial health, reputation or on 
its ability to continue with business operations. Such events may include natural disasters, fire, 
network failure, and a data breach, to name a few. 

Having a contingency plan template helps you make sure that there’s always a continuity in the 
business. Most of the bigger business organizations have sets of business contingency plan 
templates for various potential threats. These undergo extensive research and the resulting 
appropriate responses get subjected to full practice even before the crisis occurs. 

You can consider a contingency plan as a proactive approach as compared to crisis management, 
which is more of a reactive approach. Having a contingency plan ensures that you’re always 
prepared for any eventuality. Conversely, a plan for crisis management enables you to control 
the response after the eventuality occurs. 
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REFERENCE C: 

HOW TO CONDUCT A “RICH MAN-POOR MAN” FUNDRAISING DINNER 

Rich Man Poor Man Dinner: Food for Thought (umanitoba.ca) 

PURPOSE: This event has many purposes and funds raised can be used to support the homeless; 

sponsor an immigrant family; feed the hungry; victims of fire (forest fires); supporting Christians in the 

Middle East; immigrant farmers; etc.  

The main theme it presents is that for every one person in the world who does not need to worry about 

where their next meal is coming from, there are 9 who do not know where, when or what they will eat. 

Most of the world’s population scrambles to feed themselves and their children. Even in North America, 

most public schools have breakfast/lunch programs to feed its students. We have all seen pictures of 

starving children rummaging through garbage, scrounging for clean water, suffering from warfare, 

starving to death. This program will offer attendees a visual representation of what is going on around 

us, every day and hopefully the visual, will encourage them to “leave no neighbour behind” and support 

the less fortunate.  

 

PLAN: 

ACTION WHO? 

Present idea to pastor and set a date Council Rep/GK 

Announce date to parish and invite them to 
attend. Decide on numbers of tables, tables of 10 
in what you want. Set ticket price. 

Council 

ASSUME 10 TABLES:   Invite 10 KofC members to attend function in 
tuxedo (less jacket) to be servers, assign 
one/table. 

GUESTS MUST GIVE NAMES WHEN THEY 
PURCHASE TICKETS, ONE NAME/TICKET.  Make it 
clear this is a fund raiser to support XXXXX. 

Guests 

Dinner to be arranged to include Roast beef, 
potato, vegetables, Yorkshire, desert, wine, tea, 
coffee. 

Council to arrange 

Table/chairs set up with 10 chairs/table, one 
chair at the head of each table 

Council 

Name of All ticket purchasers placed on one list Council member 

  

ON THE NIGHT OF THE EVENT:  

In a bowl/hat, enter 10 x DINNER vouchers, and 
90 x RICE vouchers. 

Council member does in advance of doors 
opening 

As people arrive, they each draw ONE VOUCHER.  If it says RICE they find a place to sit. 

Seating to be recorded on guest list.  

https://blogs.cc.umanitoba.ca/postlnotes/2012/04/25/rich-man-poor-man-dinner-food-for-thought/
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If it says DINNER, they are assigned a table and a 
personal server who will escort them to their 
seat. 

Council member in tuxedo to escort. Give the 
guest wine if they desire. Treat them special. 

Once everyone is seated, they will all be 
welcomed. Grace is said. 

GK or host/hostess 

Dinner is served to the 10 DINNER voucher 
winners. 

Servers.  

Once dinner served to the 10 DINNER VOUCHERS 
the remainder go to the buffet table where they 
will be given a bowl, spoon, rice and beans.  

Remaining people on their own to gather their 
meal. The only beverage served will be water.  

10 DINNER VOUCHER winners will be served 
desert, tea, coffee, wine.  

Remaining people on their own to gather their 
meal. The only beverage served will be water. 

Following dinner, a presentation should be 
conducted to explain the purpose of the event, 
what the attendees experienced, how they felt. 

Invite a speaker from the organization you are 
supporting.  

THANK EVERYONE FOR THEIR PARTICIPATION GK or HOST/HOSTESS 

 

ADDED FEATURES:  

- Have some younger children dress in rags and they will have empty bowls and spoon. They will 

wander around the tables and beg for their meals from all attendees.  

- Set up a silent auction with proceeds going to support the “cause”.  

- Encourage discussion among the attendees following the dinner with questions such as:  

 - How did you feel only getting rice and beans as a meal? 

 - How did it feel watching someone eat a full meal in front of you eating only rice? 

 - How did it feel having “starving children” begging their meal from you? 

Following the event, the KofC members can enjoy a roast beef dinner if they like.  

 

POSTER EXAMPLE: 

Council 12345 invites you to attend our RICH MAN – POOR MAN dinner on Saturday, 18 June at 6:00 

PM. Join us in this fundraiser to support our local food bank (example), all funds raised will go to 

them. 

Menu – Roast beef and all the trimmings, for every 10th person. The remainder will be fed rice and 

beans. By the luck of the draw, you may receive the Roast beef dinner served by your own personal 

waiter! Or, you may eat only beans and rice!! 

Ticket Price - $10.00/person. Limited to 100 people. 

Come out and support our local food bank!! 
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REFERENCE D: 

KAIROS Blanket Exercise   (contact at this link: Kairos Blanket Exercise) 

The KAIROS Blanket Exercise is a program of KAIROS CANADA. KAIROS Canada is an ecumenical movement 
for ecological justice and human rights around the globe. KAIROS Canada is funded under various 
organizations and individuals just like you. We work together for extraordinary change. 

Our History 

Created in 1997 by the Aboriginal Rights Coalition (ARC), a precursor to KAIROS, the KBE was intended to 
introduce Canadians to the major themes and findings of the Royal Commission on Aboriginal 
Peoples (RCAP). ARC brought together Indigenous Elders and educators with allies who wanted to make 
sure that RCAP and its recommendations were not shelved and forgotten. The KBE is built on the 
foundation of these long standing, collaborative initiatives and relationships between Indigenous and 
non-Indigenous people to raise awareness of continuing injustices and impacts of colonization, and to 
promote further learning. For over almost 25 years, ARC and now KAIROS have guided the KBEs 
development with the leadership of Indigenous Elders and facilitators. The script has been updated 
numerous times to reflect current events, including most recently the final reports of the Truth and 
Reconciliation Commission of Canada  and the National Inquiry into Missing and Murdered Indigenous 
Women and Girls. 

 

Who Should Do The KBE? 

Our vision is for everyone in Canada to experience a KAIROS Blanket Exercise at least once. We have 
adapted the KBE for different community contexts.  

What Is KAIROS? 

KAIROS is a movement of Indigenous, settler and newcomer peoples committed to ecological justice and 
human rights. Through KAIROS, people of faith and conscience work together for change in Canada and 
beyond. We bring together 10 churches and religious organizations in faithful action, as well as Indigenous 
and non-Indigenous peoples, human rights and ecological justice advocates from Africa, Latin-America, 
Asia-Pacific and the Middle East, young activists with Elders, and women human rights defenders from 
around the world. KAIROS’ Indigenous rights work is based on four decades of solidarity, education and 
advocacy for recognition of Indigenous inherent rights to land and self-determination as distinct peoples 
and nations. 
 

 
 

https://www.kairosblanketexercise.org/
https://www.kairoscanada.org/
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REFERENCE E: 

 
FRATERNAL LOVE – Related Videos 
 
Fratelli Tutti Explained - YouTube 
 
Bishop Barron on Pope Francis and Our Responsibility for the Common Good - YouTube 
 
A homeless man walks into a church What he did next shocked everyone! - YouTube 
 
Don't Put People in Boxes - YouTube 
 
The labels we carry - YouTube 
 
This Is Who You Are - YouTube 
 
RethinkLabels – YouTube 
 
LAWYER DESTROYS RACISM, WHAT HAPPENS NEXT WILL SHOCK YOU - YouTube 
 
Before You Judge Someone - WATCH THIS | by Jay Shetty - YouTube 
 
The Power of Words - YouTube 
 
HELLO - a short film about tolerance & diversity (1ST PLACE in the Nikon Cinema Z Film Fest 2019) - 
YouTube 
 
Listen To Me - Short Film - YouTube 
 
A hidden camera captures the reaction against racism #ItsRacism - YouTube 
 
Flight Attendant Teaches Racist Passenger a Lesson (2020) - YouTube 
 
I Am NOT Black, You are NOT White - YouTube     
 
5 Things You Should Know About Racism | Decoded | MTV News - YouTube  definition of racism… 
 
The Science of Racism | Creators for Change - YouTube 
 
Diversity - YouTube 
 
That Little Voice - YouTube 
 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bzz6oc4C_sQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6mKBT3p0k5I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oGt8Lnhgrz8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zRwt25M5nGw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hNS_D-pw8y4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BbO9K0tdhuU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oObNGJ9Bg_w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n5E8gyDPs70
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hzgzim5m7oU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3AQ7yC5jQ28
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3AQ7yC5jQ28
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ctbI3RftTNk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YZeXCP2T2_k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2A62UEBug3g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q0qD2K2RWkc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8eTWZ80z9EE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rBWImda1Zig
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hfO82z29hWg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ll56imVATLk
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REFERENCE F: 

Fratelli tutti (On Fraternity and Social Friendship) Summary - Friendship and unity in a fragmented world 

The document begins by explaining that our call to love others as brothers and sisters, even when they 

are far from us is a call to 'open fraternity', a love without borders. The encyclical offers eight chapters, 

each exploring themes of friendship and unity in a time of growing fragmentation, with a focus on the 

human family in a post-COVID-19 world. Below is a summary of each chapter.  

Chapter 1: Dark clouds over a closed world - The first chapter describes the dark clouds over a closed 

world; these clouds extend to all parts of the world, hindering the development of universal fraternity (FT 

9). What are these clouds? They are the circumstances that leave many people wounded by the roadside, 

discarded and rejected. The clouds plunge humanity into confusion, isolation, and desolation. Under the 

dark shadows of this ever more tightly closed world, precious words like democracy, freedom, justice, and 

unity are manipulated and emptied of meaning (FT 14). We see people sowing despair and 

discouragement, hyperbole, extremism, and polarisation—these are the strategies for dominating and 

gaining control over people. The system denies the right of others to exist or to have an opinion. Politics 

has been turned into marketing (FT 15). Persons considered no longer productive or useful are 

disregarded and discounted by this throwaway culture (FT 18) that prevails beneath the dark clouds of 

our closed world. The Pope reminds us that love, justice, and solidarity are not achieved once and for all 

but that they have to be built and worked by each person day by day (FT 11).  

Chapter 2: A stranger on the road - There is a stranger on the road, the pope says, wounded and cast 

aside amid the dark clouds of a closed world. Here Pope Francis draws us to the parable of the Good 

Samaritan. As we look upon the stranger, the Holy Father says there are two attitudes we can take: we 

can pass by on the other side, or we can stop and be moved by pity. The type of person we are or the type 

of political, social, or religious movement we belong to will be determined by whether we embrace the 

injured stranger or abandon him. God leaves no room for an appeal to determinism or fatalism as a 

justification for our indifference. We are being encouraged to create a different culture: one in which we 

resolve our conflicts and care for one another (FT 57) because we all have one Creator who is the defender 

of the rights of all. We are moved and called to expand our hearts to embrace the foreigner. It is a call to 

fraternal love that extends from the oldest text of the Bible to the New Testament (FT 61). Love does not 

care if a wounded brother or sister comes from one place or another. Love shatters chains and builds 

bridges; it enables us to create one great family, where all of us can feel at home. Love exudes compassion 

and dignity (FT 62). A sick society is tempted to ignore others, look the other way, and pass by as if 

unaware of the reality. This is a theme the pope explored in his previous encyclical Laudato si’. This kind 

of society, he says, doesn’t want to be bothered by sentiment; it refuses to waste time with the problems 

of others. It is built on an indifference to pain (FT 64). Pope Francis calls us to rediscover our vocation as 

citizens of our own nations and of the entire world. He summons us to be builders of a new social bond 

and to be aware that the existence of each and every individual is deeply tied to that of others: life is not 

simply time that passes; life is a time for interactions (FT 66).  

Chapter 3: Envisaging and engendering an open world - God is universal love, and since we are part of 

that love and share it, we are called to universal fraternity, which is openness. There are no “others,” no 

“them”; there is only “us.” Human beings can live, develop, and find fulfilment only in the sincere gift of 
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themselves to others; they cannot fully know themselves apart from an encounter with other persons. No 

one can experience the value of living without having real faces to love (FT 87). Life exists where there is 

bonding, communion, and fraternity. Life is stronger than death when it is built on true relationships and 

bonds of fidelity (FT 87). Every healthy, authentic relationship opens us to others; we cannot reduce our 

lives to ourselves or to relationships with a small group (FT 89). This universal openness is existential rather 

than geographical; it has to do with our daily efforts to expand our circle of friends, to reach out toward 

the margins, to include those whom I do not naturally consider a part of my circle of interests even though 

they are close to me. Every brother or sister in need, when abandoned or ignored by the society in which 

I live, becomes an existential foreigner (FT 97). There are persons who are treated as “hidden exiles,” 

persons with disabilities who feel that they exist without belonging and without participating. They may 

be citizens with full rights, yet they are treated like foreigners in their own country (FT 98). A love capable 

of transcending borders is the basis of “social friendship,” the condition of possibility for universal 

openness (FT 99). The future is not monochrome: our human family needs to learn to live together in 

harmony and peace, without having to be all exactly alike (FT 100). No one can remain excluded (FT 121). 

Development must ensure human rights—personal and social, economic and political, including the rights 

of nations and of peoples (FT 122). Business activity should always be clearly directed to the development 

of others and to eliminating poverty (FT 123).  

Chapter 4: A heart open to the whole world - We experience social friendship, we seek what is morally 

good, and we practice social ethics because we know that we belong to a universal family. We are called 

to encounter, solidarity, and gratuitousness. The conviction that all human beings are brothers and sisters 

forces us to see things in a new light and to develop new responses (FT 128). When our neighbour happens 

to be an immigrant, complex challenges arise. As long as no substantial progress is made to avoid 

unnecessary migrations—and that means creating the conditions needed for a dignified life and integral 

development in the countries of origin—we are obliged to respect the right of all individuals to find a place 

that meets their basic needs, and where they can find personal fulfilment (FT 129). We must do our best 

to welcome, protect, promote, and integrate those who arrive. To that end, we should increase and 

simplify the granting of visas, adopt programmes of sponsorship, open humanitarian corridors, provide 

housing, guarantee personal security, grant access to basic services, and ensure consular assistance, 

among other things (FT 130). The arrival of persons who are different from us becomes a gift when we 

receive them with open hearts and allow them to be true to themselves (FT 134). [Read: Message for 

Migrant and Refugees 2020]  

Chapter 5: A better kind of politics - In this chapter of his new encyclical Pope Francis illustrates how a 

call to charity and fraternity naturally leads to better politics – a timely reminder as the world seeks to 

emerge from the COVID pandemic. A better kind of politics seeks the common and universal good, Pope 

Francis says, one that practices social charity and pursues human dignity. It can be carried out by men and 

women who, with political love, integrate the economy into a popular social, cultural, and political project. 

The development of a global community of fraternity based on the practice of social friendship on the 

part of peoples and nations requires a better kind of politics, a politics that truly serves the common good 

(FT 154). Such a politics is different from the populism that arises when leaders politically exploit a 

people’s culture under an ideological banner for their own personal advantage or to continue their grip 

on power (FT 159). The truly “popular” thing is to provide everyone with the opportunity to nurture the 
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seeds that God has planted in them (FT 162). Pope Francis calls us to a social and political order whose 

soul is social charity. He urges us to rehabilitate politics as one of the loftiest forms of charity, inasmuch 

as it seeks the common good (FT 180). Such political charity is born of a social awareness that seeks the 

good of all people (FT 182). “Social love” makes it possible to advance towards a civilisation of love, to 

which all of us can feel called. It is a force capable of inspiring new ways of approaching the problems of 

today’s world, of profoundly renewing structures, social organisations and legal systems (FT 183). 

Politicians are called to tend to the needs of individuals and peoples (FT 188). Politicians are doers and 

builders with ambitious goals; they should possess a broad, realistic and pragmatic gaze that looks beyond 

their own borders (FT 188). They are called to make the sacrifices that foster encounter and to seek 

convergence on at least some issues (FT 190).  

Chapter 6: Dialogue and friendship in society - Pope Francis echoes his predecessors when he speaks of 

the important place that ongoing dialogue and friendship holds in the life of faith. Dialogue is respectful, 

strives for consensus, and seeks the truth. Dialogue opens the way to a culture of encounter so that 

encounter becomes a passion, a desire, and a way of life. Those who dialogue recognise, befriend, and 

respect other persons. Approaching, speaking, listening, looking at, coming to know and understand one 

another, and finding common ground: all these things are summed up in the one word “dialogue” (FT 

198). If society is to have a future, it must respect the truth of our human dignity and submit to that truth. 

A society is noble and decent not least for its support of the pursuit of truth and its adherence to the most 

basic of truths (FT 207). Relativism always brings the risk that some alleged truth or other will be imposed 

by the powerful or the clever (FT 209). In a pluralistic society, dialogue is the best way to realise what 

should always be affirmed and respected apart from any ephemeral consensus. There are certain 

enduring values that make for a robust and solid social ethics (FT 211). Life is the art of encounter. Pope 

Francis has repeatedly invited us to build a culture of encounter capable of transcending our differences 

and divisions. This means working to create a many-faceted polyhedron which represents a society where 

differences coexist, complementing, enriching and reciprocally illuminating one another, even amid 

disagreements and reservations. This also means finding ways to include those on the peripheries of life 

(FT 215). The word “culture” points to something deeply embedded within a people, its most cherished 

convictions and its way of life. To speak of a “culture of encounter” means that we, as a people, should 

be passionate about meeting others, seeking points of contact, building bridges, planning a project that 

includes everyone. This becomes an aspiration and a style of life.  

Chapter 7: Paths of renewed encounter. In chapter seven of the encyclical, Pope Francis writes of the 

need for renewed encounter and the restoration of peace in societies throughout the world. We need 

boldness and truth (FT 225), he says, recognising that any renewal must begin with an acknowledgment 

of what has been. Those who were fierce enemies have to speak from the stark and clear truth (FT 226). 

Only by basing themselves on the historical truth of events will they be able to make a broad and 

persevering effort to understand one another and to strive for a new synthesis for the good of all (FT 226). 

Truth is an inseparable companion of justice and mercy. All three together are essential to building peace 

(FT 227). The path to peace does not mean making society blandly uniform; rather, it means getting people 

to work together, side-by-side, in pursuing goals that benefit everyone. The problems that a society is 

experiencing need to be clearly identified, so that different ways of understanding and resolving them can 

be found. We should never define others by what they may have said or done in the past; we should value 
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them for the promise that they embody, a promise that always brings with it a spark of new hope (FT 228). 

Authentic reconciliation does not flee from conflict, but is achieved in conflict, resolving it through 

dialogue and open, honest and patient negotiation (FT 244). Those who have endured much unjust and 

cruel suffering should not be asked to offer a sort of “social forgiveness” (FT 246). Forgetting is never the 

answer (FT 246), for we can never move forward without remembering the past (FT 249). Those who truly 

forgive do not forget, but they choose not to yield to the same destructive force that caused them so 

much suffering. This does not mean impunity; justice is properly sought solely out of love of justice itself 

and out of respect for the victims, as a means of preventing new crimes and protecting the common good 

(FT 252). The Holy Father opines that true human development can only be achieved when wars between 

nations and peoples are no longer seen as solutions (FT 257). It is very difficult to invoke the rational 

criteria elaborated in earlier centuries to speak of the possibility of a “just war”. Never again war! (FT 258). 

He also warns against relying on what appears as a means to achieving true justice: The goal of ultimately 

eliminating all nuclear weapons becomes both a challenge and a moral and humanitarian imperative (FT 

262). The death penalty is inadequate from a moral standpoint and no longer necessary from the 

standpoint of penal justice. It is simply inadmissible. The Church is firmly committed to calling for its 

abolition worldwide (263). A life sentence is a secret death penalty (FT 268).  

Chapter 8: Religions at the service of fraternity in our world. While the pope is speaking to all people of 

faith and goodwill, here he makes the case for the important role that religion plays in society. Because 

of their respect for each human person as a creature called to be a child of God, the different religions 

contribute significantly to building fraternity and defending justice in society. Dialogue among religions 

seeks to establish friendship, peace, and harmony, and to share spiritual and moral values and experiences 

in a spirit of truth and love (FT 271). As visible images of the invisible God, human persons possess a 

transcendent dignity; they are therefore by their very nature the subjects of rights that no one may violate 

(FT 273). Our witnessing to God benefits our societies. The effort to seek God with a sincere heart helps 

us recognise one another as travelling companions, truly brothers and sisters (FT 274). The Church, while 

respecting the autonomy of political life, does not remain on the sidelines in the building of a better world, 

nor does it fail to reawaken the spiritual energy that can contribute to the betterment of society. It is true 

that religious ministers must not engage in the party politics that are the proper domain of the laity, but 

neither can they renounce the political dimension of life itself, which involves a constant attention to the 

common good and a concern for integral human development (FT 276). The Church esteems the ways in 

which God works in other religions, and rejects nothing of what is true and holy in these religions. Yet we 

Christians are very much aware that if the music of the Gospel ceases to resonate in our very being, we 

will lose the joy born of compassion, the tender love born of trust, and the capacity for reconciliation that 

has its source in our knowledge that we have been forgiven and sent forth. For us, the wellspring of human 

dignity and fraternity is in the Gospel of Jesus Christ. From that source there arises, for Christian thought 

and for the action of the Church, the primacy given to relationship, to the encounter with the sacred 

mystery of the other, and to universal communion with the entire human family, as a vocation of all (FT 

277). Called to take root in every place, the Church has been present for centuries throughout the world, 

for that is what it means to be “catholic”. The Church can thus understand, from her own experience of 

grace and sin, the beauty of the invitation to universal love. Indeed, all things human are our concern. 

Wherever the councils of nations come together to establish the rights and duties of men and women, we 

are honoured to be permitted to take our place among them. Pope Francis reminds us that for all 
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Christians the journey of fraternity has a Mother: Mary. Having received this universal motherhood at the 

foot of the cross, Mary cares not only for Jesus but also for “the rest of her children”. In the power of the 

risen Lord, Pope Francis says, Mary wants to give birth to a new world, a world where all of us are brothers 

and sisters, where there is room for all those whom our societies discard, and where justice and peace 

are resplendent (FT 278). A journey of peace is possible between religions. Its point of departure must be 

God’s way of seeing things, because “God does not see with his eyes, God sees with his heart” (FT 281). 

We believers are challenged to return to our sources in order to concentrate on what is essential—

worship of God and love for our neighbour—lest some of our teachings, taken out of context, end up 

feeding forms of contempt, hatred, xenophobia or negation of others. The truth is that violence has no 

basis in our fundamental religious convictions, but only in their distortion (FT 282). As religious leaders, 

we are called to be true “people of dialogue,” to cooperate in building peace not as intermediaries but as 

authentic mediators. Each one of us is called to be an artisan of peace, by uniting and not dividing, by 

extinguishing hatred and not holding onto it, by opening paths of dialogue and not constructing new walls 

(FT 284). Mutual cooperation as the code of conduct The encyclical concludes with an appeal from the 

Holy Father to all people of goodwill around the world: that ‘In the name of God and of everything stated 

thus far, we declare the adoption of a culture of dialogue as the path; mutual cooperation as the code of 

conduct; reciprocal understanding as the method and standard (FT 285).’ He also ends by calling on 

Charles de Foucauld, whose total surrender to God was expressed in his solidarity with the poorest in the 

African desert. It is within that setting – among the society’s poorest and forgotten – that Charles desired 

to be a brother to every human being, “the universal brother”. ‘May God inspire that dream in each one 

of us,’ Pope Francis concludes. 
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